
The magical disappearing 
UI framework.

@paulmalyshev



Real street magic!



Agenda
✓ What is framework without the 

framework?
✓ Why should we use it?
✓ How can it improve our apps?



“You can't write serious applications in 
vanilla JavaScript without hitting a 

complexity wall. But a compiler can do it for 
you.”

 

- Rich Harris, 2016



1.
What web-development 

pillars?



Size
We're shipping too much code to our users.



42Kb gz 23Kb gz143Kb gz



Performance
We pay an upfront cost of a hefty runtime 

because of abstraction between your app and 
the browser.



Effectiveness
Too many approaches, “best practices” and 

“your-framework”-ways.



Other things what’s matter

✖ Interoperability.
✖ Code splitting & tree shaking.
✖ Feature cost.

Perhaps we need to rethink the whole thing? 
Let’s make javascript great again!



2.
What problem do frameworks 

really solve?



“Wait, this new framework has a runtime? 
Ugh. Thanks, I'll pass.”

 
- Front-end developer, 2018



Development process

Framework-
based  code

Stand-alone 
vanillaCompile

Source Build Bundle



Is AoT-compilation awesome?

Source: https://habrahabr.ru/post/345028/

https://habrahabr.ru/post/345028/


Who

The magical, reusable 
web component 
compiler.

The Angular AoT compiler 
converts Angular code into 
efficient JavaScript code.

The magical disappearing 
UI framework.



3.
Introducing Svelte



✓ is build-time UI framework

✓ is compile-time static analyzer

✓ is ahead-of-time (AoT) compiler

Author: Rich Harris (Ractive, Rollup, Roadtrip)

https://github.com/Rich-Harris


Common features

Components & 
composition

Templating & 
directives

Data & 
computed

Proxy & custom 
events

Observers & 
Hooks

Methods & 
helpers



Components & composition 

Component’s definition (SFC)



Components & composition 

Counter component



Components & composition 

Nested components & composing with slots



Components & composition 

Special components



Templating & directives

Mustache-like syntax



Templating & directives

Only built-in directives



Data & computed

Clock component



Observers & Hooks

Observe data, computed props & even nested components



Proxy & custom events

CategoryChooser component



Methods & helpers

Parent component



Additional features

Built-in state 
management

SSR & 
Hydration

Sapper 
(Svelte app maker)

Custom 
elements



SSR & Hydration

Server-side rendering



SSR & Hydration

Hydration



Custom elements



Built-in state management

Create store



Built-in state management

Store extending & store per hierarchy



Built-in state management

Store using in components



4.
Let’s code



Hello Movies
A list of the movies with filters based on TMDb API.



6,4 Kb gz
Whole bundle.

172 loc
36 JS loc



3,6Kb gz
(React: 300Kb / Vue: 80Kb / Vanilla: 11Kb)

ToDo MVC

30Kb gz
(React: 140Kb / Vue: 101Kb)

HN clone

40Kb gz
(React/Redux: 211Kb / Angular: 575Kb)

RealWorld



Benchmarks
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https://github.com/krausest/js-framework-benchmark


Js frameworks benchmark



Pros

✓ Framework-less 

vanilla JS

✓ Tiny size

✓ Super fast

✓ Low learning curve

✓ Static analysis

✓ Micro-frontends

Summary

Cons

✖ Unproved approach

✖ One-man product

✖ No <script> tag

✖ Too strict

✖ Only composition



Thanks!
Any questions?

You can find me at:
@paulmalyshev

pavel@mustlab.ru



Component’s overcost 

Bonus


